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Abstract

SARS‐CoV‐2 Omicron variant seemed to cause milder disease compared to

previous predominated variants. We aimed to conduct a meta‐analysis to assess

the pooled proportion of nonsevere disease and asymptomatic infection among

COVID‐19 patients infected with Omicron and Delta. We searched PubMed,

Embase, Web of Science, and China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) da-

tabases. We included studies of SARS‐CoV‐2 Omicron infection from November 1,

2021, to April 18, 2022, and studies of Delta infection from October 1, 2020, to

June 30, 2022. Studies without corresponding data, with less than 50 patients, or

obviously biased concerning main outcome were excluded. Meta‐analysis was

performed in R 4.2.0 with the “meta” package. Subgroup analyses were conducted

by study group and vaccination status. The pooled proportion of asymptomatic

infection and nonsevere disease with Omicron were 25.5% (95% confidence

interval [CI] 17.0%–38.2%) and 97.9% (95% CI 97.1%–98.7%), significantly higher

than those of Delta with 8.4% (95% CI 4.4%–16.2%) and 91.4% (95% CI

87.0%–96.0%). During Omicron wave, children and adolescents had higher

proportion of asymptomatic infection, SOTR and the elderly had lower proportion

of nonsevere disease, vaccination of a booster dose contributed to higher

proportion of both asymptomatic infection and nonsevere disease. This study

estimates the pooled proportion of asymptomatic infection and nonsevere disease

caused by SARS‐CoV‐2 Omicron compared to other predominant variants. The

result has important implications for future policy making.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The global pandemic coronavirus disease‐19 (COVID‐19), caused by

the SARS‐CoV‐2 virus, began in China in 2020 and has since spread

across the world.1,2 The severity of COVID‐19 varies according to

different infected individuals and mutant strains. Some COVID‐19

patients may develop the most common presenting symptoms

including upper respiratory symptoms, fever, and fatigue, some may

have no symptoms at all, while still some others can be critically ill.3,4

Apart from contact and droplet transmission, SARS‐CoV‐2 can be

transmitted through aerosol, which may lead to broad transmission

far from the actual source, thus increasing the difficulty to control the

pandemic.5 The B.1.1.529 (Omicron) variant of SARS‐CoV‐2, first

identified in South Africa in November 2021, has driven the largest

wave of infection thus far.6 With its 3.31‐fold higher transmissibility

than the Delta variant, decreased pathogenicity was deduced and

further inferred by recent studies on the clinical severity of

Omicron.7–9 Nonetheless, the large number of infections during a

short period of time laid huge burdens on health care resources and

aroused great panic among people in affected areas.10

To accurately value the clinical severity of COVID‐19 caused by

the Omicron variant, the proportion of nonsevere disease, including

asymptomatic infection needs to be calculated. If we do not have

robust statistics of the proportion of nonsevere diseases and

asymptomatic infections caused by Omicron and compare them with

those of other predominant variants, it is hard to understand the true

impact of the Omicron wave in any susceptible population, which

may hinder policy development. When it comes to the policy making

of the reopening of the previous “lockdown” countries and areas,

further call to vaccinate a third or even fourth dose of COVID‐19

vaccines, or protection of key populations, the true statistics of the

proportion of nonsevere diseases and asymptomatic infections are

being called.

This paper uses meta‐analysis to present a systematic effort to

aggregate current published evidence of the proportion of nonsevere

disease and asymptomatic infection caused by the SARS‐CoV‐2

Omicron variant and compares the results with those of the Delta

variant.

2 | METHODS

The study used a systematic review protocol and was registered in

PROSPERO (ID=CRD42022327378, available from: https://www.

crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?ID=CRD42022327378).

2.1 | Search strategy

PubMed/MEDLINE, Embase, Web of Science (WOS), and China

National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) were searched from

November 1, 2021, to April 18, 2022, using the terms: (COVID‐19

OR SARS‐CoV‐2) AND (omicron) AND (symptom OR disease OR

clinical OR severity OR hospitalization). PubMed/MEDLINE and

Embase were searched from October 1, 2020, to June 30, 2022,

using the terms: (COVID‐19 OR SARS‐CoV‐2) AND (delta) AND

(symptom OR disease OR clinical OR severity OR hospitalization).

There was no language or study type restriction. Preprint studies

without peer review and gray literature (i.e., published estimates from

government agencies) were also included.

2.2 | Eligibility criteria

2.2.1 | Inclusion criteria for the studies were

‐ Observational studies (including cohort, case–control, cross‐

sectional, and case studies).

‐ Participants infected with SARS‐CoV‐2 Omicron or Delta variant.

‐ Containing data of asymptomatic infection and nonsevere disease

(If data of nonsevere disease were unavailable, studies containing

data of detailed description of clinical symptoms or hospitalization

would be used to deduce and estimate the number of nonsevere

patients).

2.2.2 | Exclusion criteria for the studies were

‐ Without data of asymptomatic infection, nonsevere disease,

detailed description of clinical symptoms or hospitalization.

‐ Participants were obviously biased concerning the main outcome

(i.e., symptomatic or in‐hospital patients).

‐ Having a sample of less than 50 patients.

Confirmed COVID‐19 infection was defined as one that had a

nasopharyngeal swab or other specimen tested positive for SARS‐

CoV‐2 using polymerase chain reaction or antigen test. Identifica-

tion of Omicron or Delta variant was conducted with whole

genome sequencing, genotyping, S gene screening (defined as S

gene target failure status, SGTF), or period of predominance.

Asymptomatic infection was defined as confirmed COVID‐19

patients who developed no symptoms during infection. According

to the newest WHO guideline,11 nonsevere COVID‐19 was defined

as the absence of any criteria for severe or critical COVID‐19;

severe COVID‐19 was defined as requiring any of oxygen

saturation <90% on room air, expressing signs of pneumonia or

signs of severe respiratory distress; critical COVID‐19 was defined

as meeting the criteria for acute respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS), having sepsis, septic shock, or other conditions that would

normally require the provision of life‐sustaining therapies such as

mechanical ventilation (invasive or noninvasive) or vasopressor

therapy. If data of nonsevere diseases were missing, they were

inferred with data of clinical manifestation. Considering COVID‐19

hospitalization was widely used to verify the presence of severe

COVID‐19 symptoms, we estimated data of nonsevere COVID‐19

with the following formula:
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T n

T

−
, (1)

where T is the total number of SARS‐CoV‐2 patients, n is the number

of patients hospitalized during SARS‐CoV‐2 infection, when detailed

description of clinical symptoms was also unavailable. To note,

nonsevere patients should include asymptomatic infection.

2.3 | Study selection

After removing duplicates, two reviewers independently screened

the titles and abstracts and further included the relevant articles

according to the inclusion criteria. Then, by going through each

article, reviewers excluded articles according to the exclusion criteria.

Disagreement was resolved by discussion or by consulting a third

author until consensus was reached.

2.4 | Data extraction

For the primary study on Omicron variant, first author, year of

publication, location of study, study design, time period of the positive

test, sample size, age group, type of diagnostic test, identification of

omicron, number of asymptomatic infections, number of nonsevere

patients, whether estimated by hospitalization, COVID‐19 vaccination

status, and type of vaccine were extracted. Missing data of nonsevere

disease that could not be counted by symptom was replaced with

(1–hospitalization ratio) with the column of “estimated with hospital-

ization” labeled “yes.” Studies were divided into five groups labeled

“all,” “children and adolescent,” “elderly,” “pregnant,” and “SOTR.” “All”

was defined as people in all ages or aged 18–65, “children and

adolescent” was defined as people aged 0–20, “elderly” was defined as

people aged 60 and over, “pregnant” represented pregnant COVID‐19

patients, and “SOTR” represented solid organ transplant recipients

with COVID‐19. Vaccination status was divided into “<65% fully

vaccinated,” “≥65% fully vaccinated,” and “all boostered,” where “fully

vaccinated” was defined as having received two doses of COVID‐19

vaccine for at least 14 days or having finished a standard vaccination

according to local policies, “boostered” was defined as having received

the third or the fourth dose of COVID‐19 vaccination for at least 14

days, “<65% fully vaccinated” represented less than 65% participants

were fully vaccinated, “≥65% fully vaccinated” represented over 65%

participants were fully vaccinated, “all boostered” represented all

participants were boostered. Any other missing or unclear information

was labeled “NA.”

For the secondary research on the Delta variant, first author,

year of publication, location of study, sample size, age group, number

of asymptomatic infections, number of nonsevere patients, and

COVID‐19 vaccination status were extracted. Any missing or unclear

information was labeled “NA.”

Two authors independently extracted data. Disagreement was

resolved by discussion or by consulting a third author until consensus

was reached.

2.5 | Quality assessment

For cohort studies, the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale (NOS) was used to

assess study quality as follows: low quality = 0–3, moderate quality =

4–6, high quality = 7–9. For cross‐sectional studies and case series,

the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) suggestions

were applied to assess study quality as follows: low quality = 0–3,

moderate quality = 4–7, high quality = 8–11.

2.6 | Data analysis

All analyses were performed in R version 4.2.0 statistical software and

Rstudio, using “meta” package. Meta‐analyses of asymptomatic infection

and nonsevere disease were conducted separately using the “metaprop”

command. The proportion of asymptomatic infection and nonsevere

disease were transformed using log transformation to be conformed to

a normal distribution, respectively. The DerSimonian and Larid random‐

effects model was applied to calculate the effect size and its 95%

confidence interval (95% CI) due to high heterogeneity. τ2 and I2 were

applied to describe heterogeneity. Forest plots were used to visually

present results of meta‐analyses. Funnel plots and Begg's test were

used to examine publication bias among included studies. Influential

analyses were performed to identify influential studies that significantly

contributed to heterogeneity. Subgroup analyses were conducted

among Omicron studies according to different study groups, vaccination

status, and estimation status of nonsevere data to further explain the

factors that contribute to heterogeneity. Results of Omicron infection

and Delta infections were compared using an unpaired Student's t test

or Mann–Whitney U test as appropriate. A p value of less than 0.05 was

considered statistically significant.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Study selection

For the Omicron variant, across all databases, 1797 studies were

identified, including 835 in PubMed, 608 in Embase, 324 inWOS, and

30 in CNKI. Nine hundred fifty‐two duplicates were removed. After

screening titles and abstracts, 670 studies were removed. One

hundred seventy‐five papers were assessed for eligibility for inclusion

in the study, which resulted in 130 exclusions and a final 45 to be

included in the review (Figure 1). Fourteen studies were included in the

meta‐analysis on COVID‐19 Omicron asymptomatic infection, and 43

studies were included in the meta‐analysis on nonsevere disease.

For the Delta variant, 934 studies were identified, including 784

in PubMed and 150 in Embase. After removing duplicates and

screening titles and abstracts, 23 papers were further assessed, and 7

were finally included in the systematic review (Supporting

Information: Figure S1). Four studies were included in the meta‐

analysis on COVID‐19 Delta asymptomatic infection, and seven were

included in the meta‐analysis on nonsevere disease.
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3.2 | Study characteristics

For the Omicron variant, first author, year of publication, location of

study, study design, time period of the positive test, sample size, age

group, type of diagnostic test, identification of omicron, number of

asymptomatic infections, number of nonsevere patients, whether

estimated by hospitalization, COVID‐19 vaccination status, and type

of vaccine were abstracted (Supporting Information: Table S1). There

were 39 cohort studies and 6 cross‐sectional studies. There was one

special cohort study that contained four subcohorts according to

different age groups.12 Thirty‐eight studies were of high quality and

seven studies were of moderate quality according to the NOS and

AHRQ assessments (Supporting Information: Tables S2 and S3).

For the Delta variant, first author, year of publication, location of

study, sample size, age group, number of asymptomatic infections,

number of nonsevere patients, and COVID‐19 vaccination status

were abstracted (Supporting Information: Table S4).

3.3 | Results of meta‐analysis

3.3.1 | Proportion of asymptomatic infection caused
by SARS‐CoV‐2 Omicron variant

A total of 67 477 patients with confirmed COVID‐19 Omicron

infection were included. The main result from the random effects

meta‐analysis is presented with the forest plot (Figures 1 and 2).

The proportion of asymptomatic infection is 25.5% (95% CI

17.0%–38.2%). Heterogeneity was extremely high, with the

overall I2 exceeding 99% (p < 0.001; τ2, 0.59, Q, 13 167.0).

Influential analysis using leave‐one‐out diagnostic strategy

showed no specific study had a pronounced impact on the summary

proportion (Supporting Information: Figure S2).

Subgroup analysis by the study group found the proportion of

asymptomatic infection to be 21.4% (14.5%–31.6%), 82.5%

(78.1%–87.2%), and 62.0% (61.3%–62.6%) in studies from all aged

F IGURE 1 A PRISMA flow diagram of the systematic review and meta‐analysis on the Omicron variant
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F IGURE 2 Forest plot of the proportion of asymptomatic infection in COVID‐19 Omicron patients

F IGURE 3 Subgroup analysis of the proportion of asymptomatic infection in COVID‐19 Omicron patients by study group

group, children and adolescent group, and elderly group, respectively

(Figure 3). There was a significant subgroup difference between the

studies (p<0.001).

Subgroup analysis by vaccination status found the proportion of

asymptomatic infection to be 18.7% (10.0%–35.1%), 19.3%

(12.3%–30.5%), and 67.2% (57.3%–78.8%) in studies from <65% fully

vaccinated group, ≥65% fully vaccinated group, and all boostered

group (Figure 4). There was a significant subgroup difference between

the studies (p < 0.001).

The funnel plot (Supporting Information: Figure S3) and Begg's

test (Supporting Information: Figure S4) showed no significant

publication bias among the studies (p = 0.96).
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3.3.2 | Proportion of nonsevere disease caused by
SARS‐CoV‐2 omicron variant

A total of 2 540625 patients with confirmed COVID‐19 Omicron

infection were included. The main result from the random effects meta‐

analysis is presented with the forest plot (Figure 5). The proportion of

nonsevere disease is 97.9% (97.1%–98.7%). Heterogeneity was high, with

the overall I2 exceeding 99% (p<0.001; τ2, 0.0008, Q, 25 526.5).

Influential analysis using leave‐one‐out diagnostic strategy

showed no specific study had a pronounced impact on the summary

proportion (Supporting Information: Figure S5).

Subgroup analysis by whether estimated with hospitalization

found the proportion of nonsevere disease to be 99.3%

(98.9%–99.7%) and 97.35% (96.2%–98.5%) in studies from not

estimated and estimated groups, respectively (Supporting Informa-

tion: Figure S6). There was a significant subgroup difference between

the studies (p < 0.01).

Subgroup analysis by study group found the proportion of

nonsevere disease to be 98.4% (97.8%–99.0%), 98.3%

(96.6%–99.9%), 96.8% (93.3%–100.0%), 74.1% (69.6%–78.8%), and

98.2% (95.6%–100.0%) in studies from all aged group, children and

adolescent group, elderly group, SOTR group, and pregnant group,

respectively (Figure 6). There was a significant subgroup difference

between the studies (p < 0.001).

Five studies were excluded from subgroup analysis by vaccina-

tion status for lack of vaccination information. Subgroup analysis by

vaccination status found the proportion of nonsevere disease to be

97.1% (95.8%–98.3%), 98.9% (98.4%–99.4%), and 99.3%

(98.7%–99.9%) in studies from <65% fully vaccinated group, ≥65%

fully vaccinated group, and all boostered group (Figure 7). There was

a significant subgroup difference between the studies (p < 0.01).

The funnel plot (Supporting Information: Figure S7) and Begg's

test (Supporting Information: Figure S8) showed no significant

publication bias among the studies (p = 0.26).

3.3.3 | Proportion of asymptomatic infection and
nonsevere disease caused by SARS‐CoV‐2 Delta
variant

A total of 2099 patients with confirmed COVID‐19 Delta infection were

included in the meta‐analysis of the proportion of asymptomatic infection.

The proportion of asymptomatic infection is 8.4% (95% CI 4.4%–16.2%).

Heterogeneity was high, with an I2 of 92.5% (p<0.001; τ2, 0.33; Q, 40.1).

The forest plot is provided in Supporting Information: Figure S9.

A total of 10 325 patients with confirmed COVID‐19 Delta

infection were included in the meta‐analysis of the proportion of

nonsevere disease. The proportion of asymptomatic infection is

F IGURE 4 Subgroup analysis of the proportion of asymptomatic infection in COVID‐19 Omicron patients by vaccination status
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91.4% (95% CI 87.0%–96.0%). Heterogeneity was high, with an I2 of

95.4% (p < 0.001; τ2, 0.004; Q, 131.1). The forest plot is provided in

Supporting Information: Figure S10.

Influential analyses using leave‐one‐out diagnostic strategy

showed no specific study had a pronounced impact on the summary

proportion in both meta‐analyses (Supporting Information:

Figures S11 and S12). Funnel plots (Supporting Information:

Figures S13 and S14) showed no significant publication bias among

the studies. The number of studies was too small (n = 7) to obtain the

results of Begg's tests.

In comparison with the Delta variant, the proportion of

asymptomatic infection and proportion of nonsevere disease among

F IGURE 5 Forest plot of the proportion of nonsevere disease in COVID‐19 Omicron patients

YU ET AL | 7



F IGURE 6 Subgroup analysis of the proportion of nonsevere disease in COVID‐19 Omicron patients by study group
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F IGURE 7 Subgroup analysis of the proportion of nonsevere disease in COVID‐19 Omicron patients by vaccination status

YU ET AL | 9



patients infected with the Omicron variant were significantly higher

(p = 0.005, p = 0.007) (Figure 8).

4 | DISCUSSION

The main finding of this study is that in the context of the COVID‐19

Omicron wave, the pooled proportion of asymptomatic infection is

25.5%, and the pooled proportion of nonsevere disease is 97.9%.

Compared with the pooled proportion of asymptomatic COVID‐19 in

2020 (15.6%) 4 and during the Delta wave (8.4%), there were more

asymptomatic infections during the Omicron wave. The pooled

proportion of nonsevere disease during the Omicron wave was also

higher than that of the Delta wave (91.4%). Therefore, the clinical

severity of COVID‐19 was decreased during the Omicron wave

compared to the Delta wave (Supporting Information:

Figure S15A,B). With high heterogeneity among included data,

significant differences were found between subgroups. During the

Omicron wave, children and adolescents presented a significantly

higher proportion of asymptomatic infection than other age groups.13

SOTR COVID‐19 patients experienced significant lower proportion

of nonsevere disease.14 The elderly also had a lower proportion of

nonsevere disease with subtle significance compared to other age

groups, especially when vaccination coverage was high.12,15–17

During the Omicron wave, studies among participants who received

booster vaccines showed remarkably higher proportion of asympto-

matic infection and nonsevere disease than participants who were

unvaccinated and received a primary vaccination series,15,16,18,19

indicating boostered vaccination might contribute to lower clinical

severity of COVID‐19 (Supporting Information: Figure S15C).

High proportion of asymptomatic infection observed in children

and adolescents in the study of Li.13 highlights the necessity to apply

asymptomatic infection surveillance in schools for better control of

the disease.

The elderly had lower proportion of asymptomatic infection and

nonsevere disease,12,15–17 possibly due to their ageing immune

system, which may aggravate SARS‐CoV‐2 Omicron infection.

Besides, older age has negative effects on immune response to

COVID‐19 vaccines, thus making vaccine less effective among them.

SOTR patients, due to immunosuppressive therapy, also have

relatively weak immune response to the vaccines compared to

healthy vaccine receptors. Therefore, SOTRs presented rather low

proportions of nonsevere disease.14 This highlights the need to

expand vaccination coverage among high‐risk groups such as the

elderly and immunocompromised populations.

Different vaccination status has significant impact on the propor-

tion of asymptomatic infection. For studies with participants who

received booster vaccines, the pooled proportion of asymptomatic

infection reached 67.2%, significantly higher than participants who were

unvaccinated and received a primary vaccination series,15,18 urging

border vaccination of the third and even the fourth dose of COVID‐19

vaccine. However, only slight difference was observed between studies

with <65% fully vaccinated individuals and ≥65% fully vaccinated

individuals,20–30 making broad coverage of vaccination seem to be

meaningless. This is probably due to decreased pathogenicity of

Omicron itself.9 At the same time, with the increasing time since

vaccination, immune protection of the vaccine waned especially

humoral immune responses.31 Therefore, vaccination of the booster

dose is of vital importance for both individual health and disease control.

The proportion of nonsevere disease showed a difference

between subgroups defined by whether estimated by hospitalized

patients. Studies, where the nonsevere disease data were available

and were not estimated by number of hospitalization, showed better

consistency and a higher proportion of nonsevere disease, while

those estimated by hospitalization showed high heterogeneity within

subgroup and a lower proportion of nonsevere disease. This is mainly

due to the inconsistency of hospital admission standards. Some

studies claimed COVID‐19 related hospital admission uncorrelated to

F IGURE 8 Proportion of asymptomatic
infection and proportion of nonsevere disease
among COVID‐19 Omicron patients were
significantly higher than among Delta patients. (A)
proportion of asymptomatic infection (B)
proportion of nonsevere disease.
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clinical severity,24 while others used hospital admission rate to

estimate severe disease rate.32 Nevertheless, the pooled proportion

of nonsevere disease, whether estimated by hospitalization or not, is

still very high and reached 97.9%, confirming the theory that SARS‐

CoV‐2 Omicron causes less severe disease.7

5 | LIMITATIONS

There are a number of limitations to this research. First, the

heterogeneity of all four meta‐analyses was very high. This was largely

attributed to the inclusion of a broad range of studies with different age,

vaccination, and basic health condition distributions. Second, estimation

of nonsevere disease by hospitalization during the Omicron wave

further increased heterogeneity. Third, dividing vaccination coverage

into “<65% fully vaccinated,” “≥65% fully vaccinated”, and “all

boostered” during Omicron wave was crude and might miss more

detailed information concerning the inherent correlation between

vaccination coverage and nonsevere disease proportion. Further,

observation time for the appearance of symptoms of some studies

was inadequate, thus might mistake presymptomatic cases for

asymptomatic ones. Last but not least, restricted by inadequate

asymptomatic infection surveillance in most countries and areas,

participants of the included studies are not ideal enough to represent

the whole infected population, leading to an underlying bias and

unavoidable heterogeneity. Especially, during the meta‐analysis con-

cerning the previous Delta wave, most searched studies were

conducted among patients in hospitals instead of the whole infected

population, resulting in the small included study number.

6 | HIGHLIGHTS

This study accurately estimated the pooled proportion of asympto-

matic infection and nonsevere disease in the COVID‐19 Omicron and

Delta wave and made the comparison between the two periods. The

results have a lot of important implications on policy making, from

reopening of “lockdown” areas, vaccination programs, key group

protection, to surveillance strategy on asymptomatic infections.

7 | CONCLUSION

Based on meta‐analyses of published evidence on COVID‐19

Omicron and Delta wave, the pooled proportion of asymptomatic

SARS‐CoV‐2 Omicron infection is 25.5% (95% CI 17.0%–38.2%), and

the pooled proportion of nonsevere disease is 97.9% (95% CI

97.1%–98.7%), significantly higher than those of Delta, which were

8.4% (95% CI 4.4%–16.2%) and 91.4% (95% CI 87.0%–96.0%). The

heterogeneity between studies is high. During the Omicron wave,

children and adolescents are likely to have a higher proportion of

asymptomatic infection than other age groups. The elderly and SOTR

patients are likely to have a lower proportion of nonsevere diseases.

Vaccination of a booster COVID‐19 vaccine contributes to higher

proportion of asymptomatic infection and nonsevere disease

significantly. Still, more studies based on asymptomatic infection

surveillance are needed to get a comprehensive understanding of

asymptomatic infections of SARS‐CoV‐2 Omicron.
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